CAP MOULD
32 Cavity Cap Mould
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we have significant experience in the manufacture of cap molds for different types
of closures by customer’s demand.

FIVE-GALLON MOULD

12 cavity

The five-gallon bottled water production line is the core equipment for the five-gallon
bottled water production line, and is the ideal equipment for the production of mineral
water, distilled water and purified water.Made of high quality stainless steel, corrosion
resistant and easy to clean.Main electrical components are MITSUBISHI, OMRON
products, pneumatic components are imported AIRTAC products.This line equipment
structure is compact, the work efficiency is high and the stability is reliable, the
movement is sensitive correct, the automation degree is high, is the mechanical and
electrical gas trinity automatic drum equipment.

PIN VALVE WIDE MOUTH MOLD

24cavity

PETMolds
TAIZHOU HUANGYAN TAOYUAN MOULD CO.,LTD.

PIN VALVE WIDE MOUTH MOLD

We are professional producer of pet preform in our country.
Up till now,including a serious of pet preform mould:
Double self-locking pin-valve preform mould
Double changeable eccentric of self-locking pin-valve preform mould
Normal preform mould without tail.

PET BLOW MOULD
We supply every kind of blow moulds, the shape of the mould
nearly including the whole mineral water packing market,juice

JAR PREFORM MOULD

packing market, foods and some non food packing market.

HIGH-SPEED AUTOMATIC BLOW
MOLDING MACHINE

72 cavity

32 cavity

PIN VALVE WIDE MOUTH MOLD

PIN VALVE WIDE MOUTH MOLD

Specification:

Mould material, imported P20 material, electroplating treatment, improve the
corrosion resistance of the mold and prolong the service life of the mold.

8 cavity, 12 cavity, 16 cavity, 24 cavity, 32 cavity, 48 cavity,
56 cavity, 72 cavity,96 cavity injection preform mold

Bottle mouth:
1716, 1810, 30/25, 1881, 29/25, 26/22,38mm neck

About Us
Taizhou Huangyan Taoyuan Mould Co., Ltd. is located in the "preform of moulds"
- - Zhejiang Huangyan has been devoted to the research of PET mould and
hollow moulding mould since its establishment. After more than ten years of
exploration and development, relying on continuous innovation and
improvement, we have designed and manufactured the whole line from bottle to .
The main products are PET bottles, caps, blow moulds and space cups.
In recent years, based on the original experience and the concept of "peopleoriented, value creation", the company has trained and trained its own excellent
technical and management team. It has comprehensively introduced and applied
complete sets of technologies such as CAD/CAM/CAE and various precision
machine tools, such as CNC lathes, CNC boring machines, CNC EDM machines
and other advanced equipment. It is the first to realize the standardized,
scientific and large-scale operation of mould manufacturing. Products are
exported to many countries.
Taoyuan has the common long gate (bottle embryo) mold and shear-free gate
mold series; self-locking and shear-free gate mold series; needle valve seal
mold series of mold series.
In order to meet customers'higher requirements for the accuracy and efficiency
of die manufacturing, the company expanded production in 2015 to further
improve the accuracy of die manufacturing, change the mode of die
manufacturing, adopt flexible and intelligent processing technology, tamp the
level of processing and manufacturing, and build the company into a first-class
PET mold research and development, manufacturing in the spirit of craftsmen.
Center. Better serve our customers and promote the overall technical level of
PET mold industry.。

48 cavity
PIN- VALVE WIDE MOUTH MOLD

We specialize in the production of pin valve molds without the need for
manual shearing.
The use of an advanced hot runner system ensures that the AA value
of the product is at a low level.
Reasonable cooling channel design enhances the cooling effect of the
mold and effectively shortens the injection cycle.
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Taoyuan adopts excellent machining processes to ensure the systemization
of Pet preform mold. With high productivity,strict quality control and a wellestablished after-sales service system, Taoyuan can offer excellent customer
experience and products that are widely used in water, beverage, food,
household chemicals, medicine and edible oil packaging industries.
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TAIZHOU HUANGYAN TAOYUAN MOULD CO.,LTD

地址：浙江省台州市黄岩区新前街道茂丰街22号
Add:22#,Maofeng Street,Xinqian mould town,Huangyan,
Taizhou,Zhejing,China
Tel：+86-0576-84111107 +86-13736606198
Fax：www.taoyuanmould.com
E-mail：1516033651@qq.com

